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The Best of The List: Boot Rooms
We've rounded up our favourite boot rooms from members of our online directory, The List

By Lucy Boulton

17 March 2022

The spring showers have arrived and although this is good news for our gardens, it's bad news for our

interiors as they inevitably get caked in mud. Boot rooms are a wonderful solution to this problem,

giving dirty boots and wet coats a place to dry while offering much-needed storage for other outdoor

gear.

With this in mind, we've rounded up our favourite boot rooms from members of our online directory,

The List by House & Garden. 
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Anna Standish Interiors

Anna Standish Interiors designed this Cornish boot room, which is a perfect passage to the outdoors.
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Armac Martin

This boot room by McClark Bespoke Kitchens features panelled cabinets with burnished brass Armac

Martin hardware to finish.

Donna Dotan
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Ariel Okin

Ariel Okin wanted her boot room to feel joyous and inviting, using striped wallpaper and green paint to

give it energy without being overwhelming.
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Bernard Interiors

This boot room at an Arts & Crafts country home, designed by Bernard Interiors, features a soft grey

colour palette and includes bespoke joinery. 
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Ashton Interiors

Ashton Interiors used Farrow & Ball ‘Calke Green’ for this traditional country boot room.
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Blank Slate Studio

This cosy sage green boot room in the New Forest was designed by Blank Slate Studio, perfect for

preparing for long country walks.

DAVID MCCAUGHAN
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CFK Interiors

CFK Interiors framed the window in this boot room with built-in hooks and shelves, as well as a bench

upholstered in a pretty pattern.
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Christine Tuttle

This Boston boot room by Christine Tuttle Design links the kitchen and pantry to the garage, giving

much-needed storage for its owner.  They chose ‘Dimity’ by Farrow & Ball, which has a slight pink

undertone that highlights the walls and accessorised the space with pillows from Schumacher. 
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De Rosee Sa

Forest green panelling and wall-to-wall coir matting work well together in this Somerset boot room by

De Rosee Sa. The space also doubles as an entrance porch, so keeping the joinery to the edges allows for

easy passage through the central area.
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Emma Milne Interiors

Emma Milne Interiors has created a calm, welcoming boot room space, which features hidden storage

behind the panelling to accommodate everyday coats and shoes.
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Ham Interiors

“Boot rooms are practical necessities, but my aim is always to elevate them with bespoke and unusual

finds," says Ham Interiors designer Tom Cox.
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French-Brooks Interiors

French-Brooks Interiors designed this spacious boot room, featuring cream walls, a slate grey flagstone

floor and a colourful, hardwearing Peruvian rug.

Ben Lawton
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Lucy Marsh Interiors

Lucy Marsh Interiors believes that boot rooms are a wonderful styling opportunity, not just a practical

space for wellies and sports kit.
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Karen Oliver Design

Karen Oliver Design has a passion for creating spaces that are both stylish and functional, like this pale

green boot room.

Paul Craig 2021
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Melanie Williams Bespoke Interiors

Melanie Williams Bespoke Interiors used barn-style doors to open up the boot room to the kitchen so it

can function as an additional utility space.
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Oakley Moore Interior Design

This former garage was rethought to add a much-needed boot room and flower room to this

Worcestershire country house by Oakley Moore Interior Design.
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Run Projects

Run Projects worked closely with their clients and Matrix Design to deliver a bespoke boot room with

personalised baskets.
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Robin Henry Studio

Robin Henry Studio covered walls with Japanese trellis backed by chiyogami paper for this boot room,

which is in a Victorian house in Larchmont, New York. 
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Sarah Gordon Home

This boot room was created by Sarah Gordon Home for a country house property, with lots of storage for

coats, shoes and wellies. 

Brent Darby Photography LTD
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Sims Hilditch

“While the muted shades of the English countryside are a great source of inspiration when planning the

palette for a boot room, this doesn’t mean you can’t be creative with colour,” says the design team at Sims

Hilditch. With this in mind, they chose a paint colour with pink undertones to breathe new life into the

space, without stripping any of its character.
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Studio Duggan

A deep blue has been chosen to draw the eye to the timeless chequerboard floor in this recent North

London project by Studio Duggan. The space also features secret doors leading to a powder room, study

and bag closet.

Chris Wakefield, Crescent Photography
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Zanna Westgate Design

Soft green panelling is complimented by GP & J Baker's ‘California’ wallpaper in this classic manor

house boot room by Zanna Westgate Design.
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